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1

Introduction

When analyzing large-scale gene expression data, it is critical to understand the biological function of
genes on the DNA array in order to interpret expression abundance results. However, arrays generally
are composed of gene fragments, or clones [Iyer et al. 1999], rather than complete genes, and a gene is
often redundantly represented within an array. Furthermore, arrayed clones are frequently annotated
incorrectly in the public sequence databases [Aaronson et al. 1996], and often, are not derived from
known genes. Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop and apply computational and informatics
techniques that permit gene-centric analyses of microarray clones, and that place these clones into
their biological context. We have developed CANVAS (a Clone Annotation and Validation System)
in order to address these needs for a microarray grid of human clones.

2

Method and Results

Sequences from human microarray grid clones are regularly searched against a series of sequence
databases using BLAST [Altschul et al. 1990]. Sequence databases included in CANVAS are: human
transcript sequences, mouse transcript sequences, rat transcript sequences, human protein sequences,
mouse protein sequences, rat protein sequences, non-human protein sequences, grid clone sequences,
and human EST sequences. Computational results are stored in a local relational database. The
CANVAS Web interface allows dynamic querying over these results, and returns a detailed report
for each clone. Rich interaction between CANVAS and HASTE, a gene expression proﬁle browser,
provides access to biological and expression data simultaneously. Queries with both gene-like entities
(e.g. a list of mRNA GenBank accessions or UniGene clusters [Boguski and Schuler 1995]) and gene
fragment entities (e.g. a list of EST GenBank accessions or clone ids) are permitted. Gene-like
queries are embedded within gene fragment query result pages, suggesting other grid clones putatively
belonging to the same gene.
CANVAS reports are modular, each component details results from a distinct analysis. Current
modules: (1) Report whether internal reads from a clone can be sequence conﬁrmed against public
domain reads (ESTs) from the same clone; (2) Provide best available description line annotation based
on sequence similarity; (3) Indicate clones with identical sequence both within the grid and within a
comprehensive EST database; (4) Suggest homology or identity relationships to known protein and
transcript sequences from model organisms; and (5) Place a clone on an integrated physical and
genetic map. Hot-links to internal and external Web resources dedicated to functional genomics,
disease linkage analysis and gene clustering are also provided.
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